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Stage Two Overview
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Threading

This reversal makes maintaining tension during first threading somewhat
easier.
The final boost of tension is provided in Stage Two tightening, when
A key aspect of one-person tightening is the special way the rope is
the laces around the drum are bound together in pairs. The Tiasou looped around lace pairs. After encircling the pair, the rope passes under
Method uses a traditional method of one-person tightening, wherein the itself. Called “over-under”, this causes the loop to close on the loose end
player stands on the drum and pulls vertically.
of the rope. The loop holds the rope snug so that it needn’t be pinched
Stage Two tightening should be done on a clean floor, as sand and small with the hands between pulls. Each loop is a simple knot of sorts.
rocks can scratch the heads. The rope too will come in contact with the
For two-person tightening, this special loop is not necessary. A simfloor. For these reasons, and to provide padding for the player, working on ple loop, in which the rope passes “under-over” is sufficient. One player
a towel or blanket is recommended. Tightening should be done barefoot. maintains tension by pinching the rope while the other prepares to pull.
Because it does not lock, under-over is easier to remove when tightening
is complete and is somewhat easier on the tsukeshime rope.
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After Stage One tightening is complete, the laces are taut and ready to
be bound together in pairs. Stage One ends with the slack being pulled
through the loop of the start-knot. From here, the rope will be threaded
around two laces and pulled taut. One of these laces will be the short
section of taut rope leading to the start-knot loop (the last lace). Though
either direction is fine, the Tiasou Method recommends that binding
proceed in the opposite direction of lacing. From the start-knot, the rope
is laced all the way around the drum and returns to the start-knot. It then
reverses direction and loops around the nearest two laces. (See figure 1.)

Standing Pull

Once the rope is properly looped around two lace sections, it is ready to
be pulled taut. Great force is required and is generated by the “standingpull”, in which the player stands atop the drum and pulls vertically. It
is the most dangerous technique of tsukeshime tightening. Done carelessly, the back, arms, and shoulders are at risk of strain. The Tiasou
Method outlines a particular two-step pull that utilizes mainly the muscles of the legs and decreases the risk of pulled muscles. The standing-pull
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should be practiced gently at first, adding power only as the motions become comfortable. The motions are not intuitive, and without diligent
concentration, the body will naturally practice a more dangerous pull.
The standing pull begins with the proper placement of the drum. The
drum is set on one of its heads so that the pair of laces to be bound form
a “V” with respect to the floor and face away from the player. (See figure
2.) With the drum in this position, the player stands atop the drum, the
balls and heels of both feet directly above the dō (rather than in the center
of the head. Holding the loose rope coming up from the drum, the big toe
of each foot points at the rope. In this position, the player pulls skyward,
using the agebatchi handle and two-step pull described in the following
sections.

3.1

Agebatchi As Handle

To relieve the hands and fingers from the strain of pulling directly on the
rope, the rope is wrapped around an agebatchi, providing a comfortable
handle. The most significant aspect of the wrap is the reversal of wrapping
direction. This keeps the agebatchi from wanting to twist during the pull
and frees the wrists of dangerous strain. (See figure 3.)
The rope is wrapped around the agebatchi at a point just above kneeheight when standing on the drum, so that the legs are in a comfortable
and powerful bend when the agebatchi is held against the hips in position
to pull.
With the rope wrapped around the agebatchi, a few fingers pinching
the rope while holding the agebatchi should be sufficient to keep the rope
from slipping during the pull.

Figure 1: Pair binding, over-under
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Figure 3: Agebatchi wrap
Figure 2: Drum placement for standing pull
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3.2

Two-Step Standing Pull

This first step is preparatory for the second step, in which the real pull
occurs. Once the first step has provided some amount of tension, the
The Tiasou Method recommends a particular two-step motion for the legs are kept in this position and the toes are pointed downward. The
standing pull. The goal of this technique is to use the back, arms, and calves provide the final burst of tension. This motion of pointing the
shoulders as little as possible in the pull. Unlike the motions involved in toes, should involve only a tightening of the calves. Effectively controlling
rowing a boat, where muscles of the whole body contribute to the pull, the these muscles to tighten without tightening the whole of the legs requires
back and arms will be kept in a position intended to limit their usefulness. practice and concentration.
During the pull, the rope will give a certain amount as the pair of laces
pull together and then stop abruptly. This is a hard stop, (unlike the
resistance of water when rowing,) and has the potential to strain a muscle 3.3 Maintaining Tension Between Pulls
that is flexed and part-way through a motion. By using the legs and Once a standing pull is complete, tension must be maintained until a final
limiting this dangerous portion of the pull to a few muscles, the danger is tug is used to lock the over-under loop. The rope can be pinched and held
somewhat mitigated.
during the dismount, but reaching down to pinch the rope from a standing
With the rope wrapped around the agebatchi, it is pulled close to the position requires a special technique. The knee is used to keep the rope
body, so that it rests against the hips and the vertical section of rope leads taut for these few moments.
between the knees down to the drum. Natural inclination will be to rest
The outside of one knee is used to push the rope to one side and maintain
the agebatchi on the thighs but this should be resisted. The agebatchi tension as the legs are bent. (See figure 4.) The hand on that side of the
should be flush against the body, at the bend where the legs meet the body continues to hold the agebatchi. Squatting down with the back
hips. The agebatchi should be at a height such that the knees are in a straight and the knees spread wide apart, the rope should pass over the
comfortable bend and ready to extend.
outside of one of the knees. The free hand reaches down to pinch the
The back should be nearly straight vertical. Push the hips forward and rope at the point just after it has left the current loop. Pinching with the
the chest and head back until the vertical line of the spine is pointing thumb, tension in the rope leading to the agebatchi can be released and
directly at the sky. This too will feel awkward at first and the tendency the drum dismounted.
will be to take a more bent position. A bent position allows the back to
participate in the pull; exactly what is to be avoided.
3.4 Tug
The elbows should be flush against the side of the body, to keep the
arms from contributing to the pull.
A tug of the rope works to pull the “under” bit of the loop snug beneath the
The first step of the standing pull is to extend the legs slightly, using “over” section. Once this tug is complete, the loop will usually maintain
only the muscles of the buttocks and quadriceps. The calves should not tension without being held at all.
After the dismount, the rope is left wrapped around the agebatchi, and
be used at all and the heels should remain firmly against the drum (or as
close to the drum as possible). Imagine pushing the heels into the drum. the agebatchi grasped near the end. Sitting seiza, place the rope on its
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side, parallel to the plane of your shoulders. The rope should lead out
of the loop directly to the agebatchi grasped in one hand. The agebatchi
is swung away from the drum and the force of this swing tugs the rope
firmly, pulling the loop snug. The other hand is then free to release the
pinch and the rope threaded for the next standing pull.
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More Information, Copyleft

For more information, please visit tiasou.org or contact Kristofer
Bergstrom by email, phone, or the address below. All questions and comments are welcome.
kris@tiasou.org
--
 S Burlington Ave #28
Los Angeles, CA 
This document is free to be copied and distributed. It is free to be altered
under the terms of the Creative Commons “Share-Alike” license. For a copy of
the full license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/sa/1.0/
CC

Figure 4: Maintaining tension between standing pulls
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